W2 Test: Pick-up Artist

Assignment
A Please answer the following questions by ticking what you think is the right answer. There is sometimes more than one correct answer.

1. Which of the following shows someone is flirting with you?
   - Their feet and hands will point in your direction without them being aware of it.
   - They smoke a cigarette.
   - Their pupil size and **blink rate** increases.
   - Their eyes flit around your chest and your belly.

2. What is the best time for seduction?
   - When both are listening to a Madonna-song.
   - After a hot cup of chocolate.
   - In the summer months.
   - In the winter months.
   - After breakfast.

3. What is the most effective chat-up line?
   - “How about a coffee?”
   - “It would be wonderful to wake up in your arms tomorrow morning.”
   - “Do you have a lighter?”
   - “If you were a burger you’d be a McGorgeous.”
   - “It is hot today, isn’t it? It’s the best weather when you are training for a marathon.”

4. Who are the least successful European flirters?
   - The Spanish
   - The Italians
   - The French
   - The Austrians
   - The Germans

5. What is the biggest turn-off on a first date?
   - Greasy hair
   - Bad body posture
   - Horrible body **odour**
   - Being in a rush
   - Obvious nervousness

**ANNOTATIONS**

- **blink rate** — the frequency sb. moves her/his eyelashes up and down
- **gorgeous** — beautiful
- **odour** — smell
- **seduction** — using one’s charm to persuade another person to have sex with her/him